DETONATIONS, EXPLOSIONS and SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION including pulse-detonation and scramjet engines.
Introduction
Detonation initiations and stabilizations by projectiles [1, 2] have been conducted as fundamental studies of combustion processes in a ram-accelerator [3] and an oblique detonation wave (ODW) engine [4] . Lee [5] and Vasiljev [6] evaluated the critical energy for detonation initiation using the hypersonic blast wave analogy. Higgins and Bruckner [7] experimentally confirmed the initiation criticality if the projectile velocities were below to slightly above the Chapman-Jouget (C-J) velocity of the detonable mixture. Kasahara et al. [8] extended the projectile velocities through approx. 1.8 times the C-J velocity. They concluded that the criticality to stabilize a detonation wave, i.e., the stabilized ODW, was almost constant against the projectile velocities. This indicates that the proper local conditions (such as the curvature radius of the detonation wave) are also required for the stabilization, in addition to the energetic condition for the initiation, which becomes easy as the projectile velocity is increased.
Several previous studies [9] [10] [11] [12] investigated such local conditions by calculating the distributions of the induction times or lengths behind a shock wave around a projectile. For the conditions slightly below the stabilization criticality, some visualization studies showed the possibilities of unsteady propagation regimes [8, 9, 13] in which the Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DDT) occurred behind the bow shock around the sphere projectile. Our previous studies [14, 15] revealed the propagation mechanisms and wave structures of unsteady regimes via high time-resolution Schlieren visualizations using a high-speed camera. Although these unsteady regimes were dominated by the complex and unstable DDT process, the stabilized ODWs were dominated by the continuous direct initiation of the overdriven detonation by the projectile and the attenuation of it by the expansion Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 34 (2013) 1973-1980 S. Maeda, S. Sumiya, J. Kasahara, A. Matsuo waves [13] . The stabilized ODWs are inherently three-dimensional conical geometries, and have finite curvature radiuses. Our previous studies [15, 16] showed that the detonation wave near the projectile was attenuated below the C-J velocity by the curvature effect.
In the present study, we directly visualized detailed temporal evolutions of the whole process from initiation to stabilization of the ODW around the projectile. The first focus of our investigation was the unsteady initiation process just after the projectile fires the detonable mixture. Although previous studies have observed ODWs in the vicinity of projectiles, the present study revealed that the ODWs were followed by ringed detonation waves originating the unsteady initiation process far away from the projectiles. To our knowledge, such visualizations of the initiation processes have been obtained only in this study to date. We also investigated whether the diaphragm rupture by the projectile at the chamber inlet affects the stabilization criticality, as Higgins and Bruckner [7] pointed out for the initiation criticality. The second focus of our investigation was what local conditions dominate the criticality to stabilize the ODW around the projectile. We proposed that the curvature effect dominates the stabilization criticality, and we experimentally investigated the critical curvature radiuses in various mixture compositions by accessing the detailed distributions of propagation velocity and curvature radius. The curved detonation waves propagate not only around the projectiles but also inside the rotating detonation engines (RDEs), and therefore further studies of curvature effects in gaseous detonations will be needed to gain fundamental knowledge for applications of detonation waves. 
Experimental Setup and Conditions
The experimental setup was nearly identical to that used in our previous studies [8, [14] [15] [16] , therefore, only the essentials are given here. The two-stage light-gas gun launched the projectile with velocities 2000m/s to 2500m/s into the detonable mixture. The observation chamber that filled with the detonable mixture had glass windows for optical access. A Schlieren system and high-speed camera (HPV-1, Shimadzu) visualized the flowfields. The visualized region was circular with a 90-mm dia., and the center of this region was located 400 mm downstream of a Mylar diaphragm (12-m thickness) dividing the detonable mixture from the gas gun. The high-speed camera recorded with a 1-s frame speed, 250-ns exposure time, 312 × 260 spatial resolutions, and 100 continuous frames.
The projectile was a sphere made of polyethylene, with a 4.76-mm dia.. The diameter of the observation chamber was considerably larger (approx. 63 times that of the projectile) to avoid the influence of wall reflections on the phenomena.
The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1 . The detonable mixtures were stoichiometric oxygen mixtures with acetylene, ethylene or hydrogen. Each mixture was diluted with argon in a 50% volumetric fraction to make the C-J velocity lower than the projectile velocity. For the acetylene/oxygen mixture, a 75% dilution was also projectile diameter, : cell size) as used in previous studies [5, 7, 8, [14] [15] [16] . The detonabilities were controlled by varying the filling pressures, and are represented by the cell sizes accessed from the Detonation Database [17] . For each mixture, fitting equations for cell sizes as an exponential of filling pressures were used to interpolate or Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 34 (2013) 1973-1980 S. Maeda, S. Sumiya, J. Kasahara, A. Matsuo extrapolate for each condition. The C-J velocities were calculated by STANJAN [18] . The projectile velocities were determined using dozens of continuous pictures from the high-speed camera. The projectile locations were situated almost linearly over time, and thus velocity deficits in the visualized region were negligible.
For visualizing the initiation process of stabilized ODWs, we attached flanges to set a diaphragm inside the visualized region. These tests were conducted using only a 2C 2 H 2 +5O 2 +7Ar mixture. Two inlet conditions (w/ and w/o diaphragm rapture, in Table 1 ) were used to directly investigate whether the diaphragm rapture effect affected the generation of the stabilized ODW. In the w/ diaphragm rapture case, the projectile initially flew into a vacuumed section and broke the Mylar diaphragm (which had the same thickness as the chamber inlet) before firing the detonable mixture. In the w/o diaphragm rapture case, the projectile flew though a 15-mm-dia. hole opened at the center of the Mylar diaphragm (100-m thickness). The detonable mixture was filled in both sides of the diaphragm, and the stabilized ODW around the projectile was quenched once at the passage across the hole. Figure 1 shows continuous pictures of the initiation process of stabilized ODW in the two cases, w/ and w/o diaphragm rapture, observed in almost the same V p / D CJ and d / . In the w/o diaphragm rapture case, the flowfields around the projectile were asymmetrical against the projectile axis, because of the offset between the center of the projectile and the hole in the diaphragm. In the w/ diaphragm rapture case, many diaphragm fragments flew around the projectile just after the diaphragm rapture. The projectile initially initiated a stabilized ODW just around it; however, away from the projectile, the ODW was diffracted and eventually separated the shock from the combustion wave (right pictures). The stabilized ODW developed over time, and the projectile continuously initiated a new detonation front. When the curvature radiuses of diffracted detonation and shock waves had grown sufficiently, the DDT process (like a re-initiation) initiated a new detonation wave (middle pictures). Such a re-initiation around the projectile was observed by Kasahara et al. [13] . This generated an almost toroidally expanding C-J detonation wave. Finally, these two ignition sources (the projectile and re-initiation) led to a stabilized ODW supported by the projectile velocity and a ringed detonation wave originating the re-initiation (left pictures). Regardless of whether the scenarios was w/ or w/o diaphragm rapture, similar temporal evolutions were observed above d /  = 3.0-3.5. This criticality agreed with that found in our previous studies [14, 15] to attain the stabilized ODW using the same mixture. Below this criticality, the direct initiation ahead of the projectile failed, and the bow shock and shock-induced combustion were observed. was applied such that the z and r axes adapt to the flight direction of the projectile and a direction perpendicular to it. If the projectile can directly initiate the detonation wave on its nose, such as with a blunt-nose or cone-nose with a large half-angle, a qualitatively similar initiation process will be observed independent of the projectile shapes and sizes. In addition, as long as the ringed detonation wave remains self-sustained propagation and does not reflect with the chamber wall, the stabilized ODW followed by the ringed detonation will be maintained.
Results and Discussion

Initiation Process of the Stabilized ODW
By using several assumptions, we modeled the r-direction evolution of the stabilized ODW after the re-initiation. The re-initiation occurred at the time t re and location r re as shown in Fig. 2 . At arbitrary time t after the re-initiation, r ODW denotes the outer edge location of the stabilized ODW. We assume that r ODW = r re at time t re , and the ringed detonation wave instantaneously starts to propagate from r re with spatially uniform curvature radiuses. We also assumed that the stabilized ODW developed as a tangential line of a ringed detonation wave.
The geometric relation in the right triangle ABC in Fig. 2 is:
Here,  CJ denotes the wave angle of stabilized ODW (C-J angle), and is expressed as  CJ = sin
Therefore, the temporal evolution of r ODW can be written as:
Differentiating Eq. (2) about time leads to the development rate of r ODW as:
In Eq. (2), there are empirical values, t re and r re ; however, there is no empirical value in Eq. (3). 
Curvature Effect on the Detonation Wave Stabilized by the Projectile
Here we discuss the results obtained well downstream of the initiation process described in the previous section.
For each mixture, the minimum d /  values shown in Table 1 were fairly close to the criticality to attain the stabilized ODW. When the d /  value decreased by about 0.5 (3.5-5.0kPa for the filling pressure) in these conditions, we observed unsteady regimes [14] [15] [16] characterized by the DDT behind the bow shock to initiate and sustain the ODW. Figure 4 shows the visualization results (upper half sides of the projectiles) of near (Fig. 4a.) and well above (Fig. 4b. ) the criticality in the 2C 2 H 2 +5O 2 +21Ar mixture. We extracted the wave shapes from Fig.   4 and plotted them (Fig. 5 ) so as to set the origin on the projectile center. In both cases, the wave angles,  w , well apart from the projectile almost coincided with the C-J angles,  CJ . Near the criticality, the smaller  w compared to the  CJ was evident near the projectile, and leading to the concave wave shape. This indicates that the curvature effect attenuated the detonation wave below the C-J velocity where the curvature radius was small [16] . In the present study, we obtained detailed assessments regarding the distributions of wave curvature radiuses and propagation velocities.
We applied the following fitting function to the measured wave shapes as the function of x and y in Fig. 5 :
a s y a s y c 1 2
The equation above (except for the last term on the right side) is the empirical equation used to estimate the bow-shock shape around a sphere-nosed or cone-nosed projectile flying in air with supersonic to hypersonic velocity as suggested by Billig [19] . The projectile radius R is determined as the experimental condition. Billig gave the empirical correlation about the shock stand-off distance  and wave curvature radius R c at the vertex as , and we can obtain the whole distribution of wave angle and curvature radius. Figure 6 provides definitions of the curvature radiuses and schematics of their distributions. We defined two components of curvature radiuses (R 1 and R 2 ). The R 1 arises from the axisymmetric wave shape and exists at the plane perpendicular to the space shown in Fig. 6 . The R 1 always has positive values, and makes monotonic increases along the y direction. The R 2 exists at the space in Fig.   6 . The R 2 has positive or negative values depending on the convex or concave wave shape, and becomes infinity in the straight wave. The curvature radius  of them has the geometric relation: 1 /  = 1 / R 1 + 1 / R 2 .
In Fig. 6 , region 1 is the bow wave coming from the decay process of overdriven detonation initiated by the projectile, and region 3 is the self-sustained detonation coming from the acceleration process to the C-J velocity.
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The positive values of the R 2 lead to  < R 1 in the bow wave, and the negative values of the R 2 lead to  > R 1 in the self-sustained detonation. Point 2 is the inflection point where the wave changes from convex to concave shape.
This point is the characteristic point where the propagation velocities have the local minimum value below the C-J velocity and  = R 1 (R 2 = ∞). The curvature effect on the detonation wave (i.e., the so-called D n - relation) will explain the occurrence of this point. Theoretical and computational analyses of the D n - relation were given by He and Clavin [20] and Yao and Stewart [21] . Attenuations of the propagation velocity by the curvature effect are subject to the ratio of the curvature radius to the induction zone length inside the ZND structure, and the detonation wave cannot make the self-sustained propagation below some critical curvature radius. Nakayama et al. [22] concluded that the cell sizes dominated the D n - relations in the multi-headed detonations in their experimental investigations using ethylene-oxygen mixtures. Figure 7 shows the concept of criticality to stabilize the ODWs around the projectiles based on the propagation limit from the curvature effect. Figure 7a gives the schematics of the regimes. The "super-critical condition" is well above the criticality as shown in Fig. 4b . The "sub-critical condition" is the case in which the projectile cannot initiate the detonation wave and the bow shock and shock-induced combustion are observed. In addition, the "critical condition" is near the criticality, as shown in Fig. 4a . propagation velocity were about 0.8 times the C-J velocity. Therefore, these values will be close to the propagation limits of curved self-sustained detonation. This means that the curvature limits normalized by the cell size will also depend on the regularity of cellular structure, like the critical tube diameter for the re-initiation [23] . 
Conclusions
We visualized the unsteady initiation processes and following stable propagations of stabilized ODWs by high-time resolution Schlieren imaging, and we made the following conclusions.
The direct initiation of detonation by the projectile and DDT process, like the re-initiation, appeared in the initiation process of stabilized ODW. This process eventually led to the stabilized ODW supported by the projectile velocity and the ringed detonation wave originating in the re-initiation. We modeled the spatial evolution of stabilized ODW after the re-initiation based on its C-J velocity and angle. In addition, the model qualitatively reproduced the measured development rate of stabilized ODW.
We discussed the detonation stability for the curvature effect arising from the three-dimensional nature of stabilized ODW around the projectile. The curvature effect attenuated the detonation wave below its C-J velocity in the vicinity of the projectile. The propagation limit of the curvature effect will be responsible for the criticality to attain the stabilized ODW. By obtaining detailed distributions of propagation velocities and curvature radiuses, we found that the critical curvature radiuses normalized by the cell sizes were 8 to 10 and 15 to 18 for mixtures diluted with 50% argon and 75% argon / krypton, respectively. and calculated from Billig's empirical correlation [19] . and bow shock shapes which were measured and calculated from Billig's empirical correlation [19] . (173 words)
